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Dealing with uncertainty
Problem Lab Session 3

May 25, 2022
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Zoom Etiquette 

Stay muted Turn camera on, 
if possible

Send questions 
via zoom chat

Turn off 
distractions

Let’s set some ground rules

We may have staff coming by to take pics in breakout rooms!
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Problem Lab 2022: Meet the Metaverse

Session Date Theme

1 May 11 Introducing the Metaverse

2 May 18 * Vulnerability in the Seemingly Equal

3 May 25 * Dealing with Uncertainty

4 June 1 * Pledge for a Better Future

June 17 International Forum

Vulnerable Persona (Day 2) + Scenario (Day 3) = Designing for Action (Day 4)



Foresight as Human-Centered, Iterative Process
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Day 2

Day 3

Day 4



Meet your teams! (again)
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Day 2: 
Recap
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A conversation with
Yuri Zaitsev

Lecturer, Stanford University 
Founder, YZ Design Works

Day 2: 
Recap



If the Metaverse was a MOVIE PREMIERE, these would 
be the fans. How are they vulnerable?
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Ⅰ Ⅱ

ⅣⅢ

The fans who are in the audience 
along with the actors and directors

Celebrities who were invited but have 
better things to do

People who are reading a book at 
home. They might watch this movie 

years from now

Paparazzi waiting outside trying hard 
to get a glimpse at the action

Don’t have access Have access

Don’t have interest

Have interest

Day 2: 
Recap



Let’s pretend these are ACTUAL futures. 
Who would (or wouldn’t) want to participate?
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Do you have your pain sliders set to zero?

Day 2: 
Recap



Persona of a vulnerable group
1. Who is vulnerable in the future of 

justice in Metaverse?

Persona Name: 

A. Nationality:
B. Age:
C. Gender:
D. Hopes:
E. Fears:
F. Other (optional)

2. To what particular risks are they 
vulnerable in the future? 

3. What makes them vulnerable to that 
risk?
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Add a photo!

Day 2: 
Recap



Group 4’s Persona: Vimese of Vimeta
1. Who is vulnerable in the future of justice in Metaverse?
- Neglected Vimese-a child aged 15 yrs
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Persona Name: Vimese

A. Nationality:  Sweden
B. Age: 15
C. Gender: Female
D. Hopes: That she can meet the daily needs, that she can be loved by those she 

cares about but who are far away. She hopes for a good future where she will grow 
up to be happy and impact the world, where she can nurture her talents and 
abilities to change the world. She hopes to  be an astronaut and be the first to 
settle in Mars. 

E. Fears: Vimese fears that her dreams will result to failures  since no one cares for 
her. She fears that her dreams to be the first settler in Mars will amount to 
naught. She fears that since no one cares for her, she will be excluded from 
opportunities, from learning opportunities.

F. Other (optional) Vimese fears she will never begin her own family in metaverse. 
Metaverse is fast moving and since she has no education; she will not amount to 
anything much.

Who is she? What’s her 
day-to-day like? Who 
does she live with, 
interact with? Who’s 
excluding her and why? 
etc… 
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2. To what particular risks are they vulnerable in the 
future? 

- “Due to being neglected by parents, siblings and 
community, Vimese risks being abused by men 
who threaten  to use her for her to afford sanitary 
pads. They threaten to defile her if she does not 
yield to their demands.  She risks joining street 
gangs for protection who normally get involved in 
drugs…”

3. What makes them vulnerable to that risk?
- “Vimese vulnerability is due to external factors 

and her internal inabilities. Externally, she has no 
one to care for her; she has no provider, no mentor 
neither does she have a well wisher who has come 
to her aid. In Metaverse; everyone is busy creating 
their joys and dreams while having little time and 
regard for her…”

- “Vimese feels lost. She feels that her dream to be 
the first settler in Mars is a big dream and joke. 
Unable to achieve what she hopes; she feels life is 
useless yet in metaverse she is promised that she 
can exist without possibility of ending…”

Group 4’s Persona: Vimese of Vimeta (cont.)
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Session 3 Agenda

Speaker and 
Q&A

Activity: 
Drivers of 
Change

Activity: 
Scenario 
Matrix

Debrief + 
Next steps
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Guest Speaker
Dr. Ora-orn Poocharoen

Director, School of Public Policy, 
Chiang Mai University 
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Q&A
Please send your questions through the Zoom chat
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We’ll be exploring…
The future of justice in the digitized 

world in 2050
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Activity: 
Drivers of Change



Drivers of change
refers to forces of change whose 
outcome will likely diverge (e.g. the 
“why” behind the signals / trends)

Uncertainty = 
level of divergence of outcome
Impact = 
effect of driver on vulnerable group

⒞ 2021 TIJ



Creating “dimensions” for the key drivers



Let’s look at some drivers of change!
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➔ Social interaction
◆ Driver A: Growing discrepancy between 

generations
◆ Driver B: More freedom to design social circles

➔ Technological effects on communication
◆ Driver C: Roles of technology in communication 

to affect public perception
◆ Driver D: Public gullibility towards 

misinformation

➔ Changing social views
◆ Driver E: Changing attitude towards avatars
◆ Driver F: Changing personal agency in health 

decisions

Prep work: Choose 1 theme of interest below 
and read the 2 related drivers of change

➔ Healthcare
◆ Driver G: Environment's direct effects 

on human health
◆ Driver H: Growing urgency in dealing 

with mental health

➔ Forms of governance
◆ Driver I: Societal pressure for better 

governance
◆ Driver J: Ownership of virtual worlds



Let’s Introduce the Facilitators!
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Paricha Duangtaweesub (Bomb)
Group 1

Kanravee Kittayarak (Amp)
Group 2

Siraarpa Siriviriyakul (Pla)
Group 3

Siriwan Siriwangsanti (May)
Group 4

Yuri Zaitsev
Group 5

Sukhita Karthi 
Group 6

Nicole Parreno
Group 7

Suparat Sawetamal (Fern)
Group 8
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In teams (15 mins)

1. Discuss the uncertainties and impacts of the drivers

2. Choose 2 key drivers from different groups (high impact + high 
uncertainty)  on the future of justice in the digitized world

3. Create the 2 dimensions for each driver of change (this should be 
straightforward if it has high uncertainty!)
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Which drivers of change did your groups 
choose and why?



STEEPV framework
make sure that we are 
seeing the changes from 
many perspectives.
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Activity: 
Scenario Matrix



⒞ 2021 TIJ

Scenes from the Future: EV Edition



Case Study:
GBV Scenarios

Shifting power of women in society (Social):

● D1: Career and/or identity independence  
● D2: Confined to domestic life

Diversity of media representation (Values):

● D1: Singular narrative of womanhood
● D2: Diversity of stories in popular media

⒞ 2021 TIJ



[Scenario 1 Title]

This is a virtual world where [describe the two 
dimensions].
Your vulnerable group is considered … in society.
In this world, justice is (weak/strong) because.. 
When the vulnerable group try to seek justice, 
they…
They are happy when…, they are scared of…
The latest news they saw is [write a news headline].

[Scenario 2 Title]

This is a virtual world where [describe the two 
dimensions].
Your vulnerable group is considered … in society.
In this world, justice is (weak/strong) because.. 
When the vulnerable group try to seek justice, 
they…
They are happy when…, they are scared of…
The latest news they saw is [write a news headline].

[Scenario 3 Title]

This is a virtual world where [describe the two 
dimensions].
Your vulnerable group is considered … in society.
In this world, justice is (weak/strong) because.. 
When the vulnerable group try to seek justice, 
they…
They are happy when…, they are scared of…
The latest news they saw is [write a news headline].

[Scenario 4 Title]

This is a virtual world where [describe the two 
dimensions].
Your vulnerable group is considered … in society.
In this world, justice is (weak/strong) because.. 
When the vulnerable group try to seek justice, 
they…
They are happy when…, they are scared of…
The latest news they saw is [write a news headline].

D1

D2

D2 D1Driver 1

Driver 2



● This is a virtual world where [describe the two dimensions].

● Your vulnerable group is considered … in society.

● In this world, justice is (weak/strong) because.. 

● When the vulnerable group try to seek justice, they…

● They are happy when…, they are scared of…

● The latest news they saw is [write a news headline].

Scenario Title



Grandma to the Moon
“GRANDMA hits big with her start up and booked her flight to MARS with Elon Musk.”

● This is a world/society where elders are 
happily inclusive and digitally savvy.

● In this world your vulnerable group is 
considered COOL, ACCEPTED AND 
RELATABLE to younger generations.

● They are happy when THEY CONNECT WHILE 
SHARING EXPERIENCE to the younger 
communities, and they are most scared of 
BEING EXCLUDED, LEFT OUT from what's 
happening to the world and connect to other 
generations.

● The latest news they saw is GRANDMA hits big 
with her start up and booked her flight to MARS 
with Elon Musk.
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In teams (25 mins)

1. Write descriptions of each scenario

2. Create memorable titles for each scenario 

3. Discuss which your team thinks is the most desirable and most 
likely scenario

Alternatively, you may want to pick desirable and likely scenarios first.
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What is your most likely scenario?



Checklist for your narrative: is it…

❏ Emotionally engaging? 
❏ Believable, with enough to 

build the world? 
❏ Connected to today?

Source: SOIF 57
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Our Journey Today…
❏ Explored drivers of change

❏ Created scenario matrices

Thank you facilitators!
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Please give us 
feedback on today’s 

session!
(2 mins)

https://forms.gle/X9TiyBfktPTjLVFCA 

https://forms.gle/X9TiyBfktPTjLVFCA


Next Time…

Explore the future 
through the eyes of your vulnerable group
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